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The wave of modernization lifting Personal Lines is primed to reach Commercial Lines.
Insurers need to define their purpose and their path to advance core capabilities and
grow strategic innovations that will lead the curve.
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Technological disruption creates significant opportunities for organisations to re-evaluate
existing processes, however, similar to an onion, there are many layers to consider
before influencing decisions.
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How much do you think you've explored the pricing
onion?
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At the Core, underwriting and how we operate is being disrupted and redefined...
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Gather improved customer, risk, and market insights in an accessible and
user-friendly manner to enable a culture of data-driven decision-making.
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Gather improved customer, risk, and market insights in an accessible and
user-friendly manner to enable a culture of data-driven decision-making.
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Using advanced modelling techniques to enhance the end-to-end insurance
process will widen the traditional areas of an actuaries’ focus.

Identifying new or better rating factors

Enhancing accuracy of rate calibration
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Constant disruption in the insurance industry requires actuaries to cope with
ever-changing demands to be pivotal in order to lead strategic decisions.
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The use of fancy models and tools is attracting increased scrutiny by
regulatory bodies. Furthermore, when making decisions, we also need to think
about any unintended ethical implications.
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How do you get management buy-in?
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How do we
make use of
machine
learning and
AI?

An actuary
needs to be
flexible and
quick to
adapt to
changes.
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How can
we be
conscious
of ethical
impacts?
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Having explored the layers of the pricing onion, where
do you now think you are?
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Questions

Comments

The views expressed in this presentation are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the views
stated, nor any claims or representations made in this presentation and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage suffered as a
consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this presentation.
The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice
of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this presentation be
reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA.
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Dual Branding
Partner logos should be approximately the same size as the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries logo and
appear in the positions indicated:
On title slides

• A title slide showing the position of partner logos is included in the title page templates
• Partner logos can appear on the other styles of title slides a long as they are in the positions
indicated.
On content slides
• The position for partner logos on content slides is indicated below
• The partner logos should appear on every content slide.
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Formatting your presentation
Page setup
• This presentation is set to 16:9 screen size. Do not reset the size to any other screen size
• Do not alter anything in the master slides.
Type and typography

• Only use the font Arial and never use type smaller than 10pt
• Headings and sub-headings should always be in gold and body copy and chart text should always be dark grey
• Page titles are pre-set to gold. Page text, text blocks and chart text are pre-set in the correct dark grey
• Top level bullets should be round and second level bullets should be dashes. Further levels should alternate accordingly
• Always write in sentence case unless a proper noun is used and do not use ampersands (&)
• Only use a full stop at the end of a bullet list.
Content styling
• A selection of different title slides is offered, all accessible via the layout tab
• Do not use clip art. If you need guidance regarding imagery please consult the brand guidelines.
Colour palette
The full colour palette is to the left hand side of every slide. Do not use non-palette colours.
Please delete this slide after use.
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